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When we~the authors of Ref. 1! set out to perform the
comparison of different path integral Monte Carlo~PIMC!
algorithms, we informally agreed to certain procedures.
agreed to take existing computer codes and use them
particular system, a cluster of H2, on which the methods ha
been tried in published studies. Naturally, after the study
done, one discovers ways to improve the ‘‘recipe,’’ but aft
the-fact changes can increase the bias of a compariso
any case, an undesirable attribute of a method is a multit
of options that need to be tuned to achieve a high qua
result. Another of our rules was to compare the bottom li
the CPU time needed to achieve a given total error.

We did not use the virial estimator in Fourier PIM
~F-PIMC! because a review2 of the F-PIMC method recom
mended against its use for this system. In the commen3 a
revised form, one that is better behaved, has been used.
shown that this estimator reduces the statistical error of
kinetic energy estimator. We find such an improvement
markable. Such a dramatic improvement with the virial e
mator does not occur in discrete time PIMC~DT-PIMC!.
Since the number of path variables needed in F-PIMC~60–
100! is an order of magnitude more than in DT-PIMC~8–12!
we find it also remarkable that the methods could be roug
equally efficient. Because there are several difference
how the F-PIMC is implemented~e.g., in integration of the
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potential and moving rules for the paths!, a definite compari-
son needs to be made with the revised algorithm.

The exponent we quoted1 for the convergence of the
kinetic energy in F-PIMC (e}kmax

21 ) was an effective expo-
nent. In Fig. 1~a! of Ref. 3 the systematic error is effectivel
linear in kmax

21 over the range 5,kmax,50 relevant to the
comparison. Our ‘‘bottom line,’’ Fig. 6 in Ref. 1 shows th
computer time needed to achieve a given error: the effec
exponents do not enter, only the statistical error, the syst
atic error, and the computer time.

Admittedly doing the comparison on a system with on
and two-body potentials may favor methods which use
exact pair action. However, the use of the exact pair ac
can reduce time step errors in any system if the rapidly va
ing component of the energy is of a one-body or two-bo
origin. Studies of relative convergence of various actions
systems with many-body interactions are needed.
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